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A few changes... I found that the small changes to
the eSpeak API got rid of the (non-portable)
"security mechanism" for automatically unlocking.
However, eBay's (as yet unconfirmed) handler does
add an extra 2-5 seconds to the unlocking process,
so if it's your only option, you may want to
manually add a command to unlock the program
yourself... This code is from the old version 1.9.2,
from 2020-11-01:
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Unlocker 1.9.5 Portable.

Unlocker Assistant helps unlock files locked by
operating system permissions or other issues. The
program automatically launches if you are trying to
delete/rename/move a file that is locked. When not
in use, it stays in your system tray bar. Additionally,
individual locked files and folders may be drag-and-
dropped onto unlocker.exe. Alternatively, Unlocker

Portable (beta) is a launcher-only version of
Unlocker. This problem happens when one of your
files or folders is locked. And a good way to solve

this problem and unlock these files is to use
Unlocker, a simple but effective tool that helps you
exactly with this situation. Unlocker Portable is a
simple tool that lets you get rid of those stubborn

files that can't be deleted in the standard way.
Unlocker Portable is dead easy to use, though a bit
different from the desktop version. Being a portable

version, this app is not embedded with Windows
Explorer. So instead of right clicking the locked file,
you have to select it from the program itself. New
version is out! See changelog below... ;)Unlocker
1.9.1 for 32 and 64 bit - 4/12/2011- New feature:

Made it possible to delete deep directory structures
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and too long path errors (Path too long, Cannot
delete file or folder The file name you specified is
not valid or too long. Specify a different file name,

The filename or extension is too long, Path too
deep, Destination Path Too Long, The file could not

be accessed, The path you entered, is too long.
Enter a shorter path). Try deleting the folder

created by this batch file without the new Unlocker
you will understand :)- Improved UI: Progress bar

when deleting large folders- Improved UI: Fixed all
references to previous website in UI- Fixed Bug:

Fixed update check to match new Unlocker website
( )- Fixed Bug: Fixed crash which happened with

deep paths in old versions- Fixed Bug: Fixed install
on 32-bit systems (32-bit AppX requires 64-bit

uninstallers) 5ec8ef588b
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